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Visions of the End and Irish
high crosses
Kees Veelenturf

s the single art-historical contribution to this volume on apocalyptic and
eschatological themes from Oriental and Celtic regions, this paper will deal
with images; visual images, reliefs on high crosses, on sculptures in the round
which no doubt are the most important monuments that early medieval Ireland
has left us.' These are sculptures for which no equivalents from the same period
can be found on the European Continent. 2 They are highly enigmatic, some of
masterly design and scale, sometimes completely incomprehensible- so it seems
-impressive, some crude, some very elegant, usually or seemingly not prone to
straightforward comparison with other monuments.3
Since most readers of this book will not be quite familiar with the historiography of early Irish art, as well as reporting on work still in progress which
seems to point in new directions, I propose to summarize some of the findings
from research which have already been published . The focus will be chiefly on
the main scenes of the more elaborately carved sculptures, among which are the
so-called scripture crosses. These scenes are usually found in the centre of the
cross heads. Except for these images, the form of the Irish high cross itself will
come first into the discussion. The monuments will be considered as being of
basically an eschatological nature,+ and not just because it is the overall theme
of this volume.

A

1 The Irish high crosses have been presented in a splendid photographic documentation,
accompanied by a lengthy text volume containing inter alia descriptions and interpretations:
Peter Harbison, The H igh Crosses of Ireland. An Iconographical and Photographic Survey, 3
vols. (Ri:imisch-Germanisches Zentralmuseum, Forschungsinstitut fi.ir Vor- und Fri.ihgcschichte
lMainz], Monographien q,r - 3; Bonn: Rudolf Habelt, 1992), henceforth The High Crosses of
Ireland. This work is also indispensable because of its copious bibliographical references.
2 It is accepted that monuments of the size, shape and scope of the Irish crosses arc absent
on the Continent. However, Peter Harbison, who in this respect followed early observations
by Franc,:oisc Henry, has more than once advocated the thesis that Irish high cross i.-ouography
owes a great deal to Carolingian art. For a different view, see: Roger Stailey, 'European Art
and the Irish High Crosses', Proceediugs oftlze R oyal Irish Academy9o C (1990), 135-58;
Roger Stailey, review of The High Crosses ofIreland (as in note r ), The CPA hislz Arts Review
Yearbook ro ( 1994), 258- 6o. 3 Sec: Kees Veclcnturf, 'Stcncn raadsels. De hoogkruisen van
Ierland', Mil/ennium.Tijclschrift voor miclclclceuwse studies 9 (1995), 46-6r. 4 This
perspective emanates from the findings in: Kccs Veelenturf, Dia Brcitha. Eschatological
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When looking at works of art, at images, as sources for historical information
on the religion of a certain people- including ideas on eschatology, apocalypticism, and their components- two things should be borne in mind: a) Images
are not mere illustrations of what is related in texts, but appear according to
their own 'laws' and have their idiosyncratic means or 'language' of conveying
messages; b) like words and texts, images may be ambiguous or may contain
ambiguous elements.s Religious images in particular, like those derived from
Scripture, often not only depict their 'subject' like the Ascension of Christ or
the Majesty of the Lord, but may even imply or simply allude to other, related,
notions like the Second Coming of Christ at the end of time 6 or the harmony
of the gospels and the perfection of the true Christians who abide by the divine
lawJ For biblical and literary scholars metaphorical and allusive language,
textual imagery and their ambiguities are household phenomena. Art historians
sometimes have more difficulties with the equivalents of these matters which
nevertheless are equally plentiful in the visual arts.
Since early Christian and early medieval iconography abounds with ambiguities and complexities of connotation or stratification of meanings 8 (in fact
they are very common), it comes as no surprise that the visual 'language' of the
Irish high crosses also possesses polyvalent characteristics. This is fully in keeping
with the sophisticated nature of the crosses. For the present-day beholder these
iconographical qualities are difficult to grasp, but their complexity is, for
instance, corroborated by the way the monuments have been designed, for
which mathematical principles appear to have been employed, principles that
only very recently have become noticed and investigated.9 Of course these
principles do not reduce the religious content of the distinct cross forms, but
rather imbue their morphology with even more meaning.
Theophanies and Irish High Crosses (Amsterdamse historische reeks, kleine serie 33;
Amsterdam: Stichting Amsterdamse Historische Reeks, 1997), henceforth Dia Bratha. 5 In
connection with high cross iconography, I have explored some of these ambiguities in: 'Irish
High Crosses and Continental Art. Shades of Iconographical Ambiguity', From Ireland
Coming. Irish Art from the Early Christian to the Late Gothic Period and its European
Context (ed. Colum Hourihane) (Index of Christian Art Occasional Papers 4; Princeton:
Department of Art and Archaeology, Princeton University Press, 2oor), 83-ror. 6 See: Dia
Bratha (as in note 4), 71-73. 7 See: Dia Bratha (as in note 4), 30-46. 8 See the exemplary
analyses of early Christian works of art and the description of their methods in: Josef
Eng·emann, Deutung und Bedeutungfnlhchristlicher Bildwerke (Darmstadt: Wissenschaftliche
Buchgesellschaft, 1997), and in many scholarly papers by the same author preceding this
work. 9 This methodological breakthrough towards the understanding of the morphology
of the Irish high cross was made in recent studies by Robert D. Stevick, who proposed and
demonstrated that the shape of the crosses was 'devised by constructive geometry' exhibiting
the aesthetic rules of 'parsimony of ratios and commodulation of measures'. See the
following papers by Robert D. Stevick: 'Shapes of Early Sculptured Crosses of Ireland',
Gesta 38 (1999), no. r, 3-21 (quotation from the abstract on p. 3); 'The Shape of the Dun·ow
Cross', Peritia 13 (1999), 142- 53; 'High Cross Design', Pal/ern and Purpose in Insular Art.
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In Christian iconography the cross form itself is interpretatively open to a
number of usually interrelated meanings. The main message intended to be
conveyed by the cross is rather naturally that of cross of the Passion, the most
prominent item among the arma Christi, the objects which were instrumental in
Christ's final suffering. Since on the Irish high cross no Passion cross is carved
in the figural relief depicting the Crucifixion, it is clear that we may interpret
the monument itself as a Passion cross on which Christ has been affixed. Apart
from this interpretation the high cross can simultaneously be identified as the
sign of the Son of Man, a sign which in Scripture is prophesied to appear at the
end of time, thus heralding the coming of Christ the Final Judge. '° For this
meaning, or symbolical function, of the high cross we have an interpretative
clue in the principle that governs the positioning of the central iconography of
the sculptures. In a great number of instances we see the Crucifixion of Christ
on the west face of the cross heads, whereas the east face displays the figure of
the eschatological Christ. This image of Christ may be the central part of a Last
Judgment scene, or of the Second Coming, or simply a single figure, that
resembles the cross form so closely that it may be called cruciate. •oa Both main
faces of the high cross, with their respective Passion and Parousia imagery
depicted as focal points, contribute to the symbolical content of the high cross
as a formal sculptural entity.
There is some circumstantial evidence to support these findings.'' First of
all we have the presence of Stephaton, the wielder of the rod with the sponge,
and the lance bearer Longinus. These subsidiary figures are included in many
Irish Crucifixion scenes, not only on the high crosses (fig. 1 ). The acts of these
soldiers, the offering of a sponge with vinegar on hyssop and the piercing of
Christ's side, although shown within one single image, took place before and
after the death of Christ. 12 This conflated image is an artistic way of expressing
the hypostatic union in Christ. He is seen on the cross as both dead as a human,
and alive as God. Moreover, in Scripture the piercing has not only been seen as
a fulfilment of a prophecy by Zechariah, '3 but in the Apocalypse of John it is
Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Insular Art held at the National
Museum & Gallery, Cardiff 3-6 September 1998 (ed. M. Redknap et al.) (Oxford: Oxbow
Books, 2001), 221-32. 10 Dia B1·dtha (as in note 4), 143. Perhaps it was exactly this
eschatological quality of the high cross that has led the early medieval Irish saint Mochuda
to prophesy that he would collect his monks at a cross on Doomsday; see: Carolus Plummer,
Vitae Sanrtorum Hiberniae par tim hac tenus ineditae adfidem codicum rnanuscriptorurn raognovit
pro/egomenis notis indiribus instruxit, 1 (Oxonii: e Typographeo Clarendoniano, 1910), 192.

roa The word 'cruciate' is a term taken from zoology (and also used in botany). I have
introduced this term in writing on high cross iconography to describe images of Christ in
which he is almost reduced to a +-form, but where he is clearly not represented as the
Crucified. I I This section is based on: Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), 139-42. 12 John
19:28- 34; Matt. 2T33- 59 (48); Mark 15:22- 45 (36); Luke 23:26-53 (36). 13 John 19:37;
Zech. 12:ro.
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1 The Cross of Muiredach in Monasterboicc (Co. Louth): the west face displaying the
Crucifixion on the cross head.
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associated with the Second of Coming of Christ: 'Behold, he comes with the
clouds, and every eye shall see him, and they also that pierced him .''+ The
theophanical nature of the Crucifixion thus receives an eschatological aspect.
The same goes for the depiction of sun and moon ' 5 and angels in Crucifixion
scenes, which cannot be simply explained from the scriptural Passion narratives.
It follows that the Crucifixion carvings are never just illustrative or narrative,
but are always permeated by theological notions and relationships that may be
quite complex.
The counter-images of the Crucifixion scenes are no straightforward
eschatological scenes either. A feature peculiar to the Irish crosses is that Christ
is never displayed as seated on his throne. Invariably he is standing upright in
what is known as the 'Osiris pose'. ' 6 On the high crosses we see Christ in this
fashion in two of the three eschatological image types. These two types are very
much alike, and they differ from each other as to the elaborateness of detail
within the composition. When judgmental features can be distinguished, like
the separation between the elect and the damned, it is methodologically justified
to label a scene as the 'Last Judgment'. ' 7 If such aspects cannot be discerned,
the appropriate term is 'Second Coming of Christ'. We may note, however, that
with this distinction we have not solved all problems provided by this
iconography, for there are many details that require more external data which
would help to interpret them less speculatively.
Evidently, the Last Judgment scene on the high cross is in a category of its
own in Christian iconography. The Cross of Muiredach in Monasterboice,
doubtlessly the best known of the Irish crosses, displays on the east face the
most elaborate Last Judgment scene in early Irish art (fig. 2). ' 8 It covers the
whole of the cross head, with the exclusion of the capstone and the ring. In the
centre we see Christ standing in his Osiris pose. He holds a sceptre in his right
hand, and a cross-staff in his left hand. Above his head a bird, apparently an
eagle, is seen, which extends its right wing, and turns its head in the same
direction. On the left cross arm three rows of four figures and six more on the
indented part of the cross arm move toward Christ. These are the elect. We also
see musicians, and there are books; the latter most likely being books of life, in
which the deeds of mankind are recorded. On the other side of Christ a windinstrument player is seated on a chair or throne, while he looks toward Christ.
Next to him a winged or mantled figure with a fork moves away from Christ. He
14 Apoc. 1:7. 15 The presence of sol and luna has, in my view, a strong eschatological
significance; see: Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), 141 n. 736. 16 The Osiris pose of Christ can be
encountered in some other media in Insular art as well, for which see: Dia Brdtha (as in note
4), 109. 17 This criterion was established in: Beat Brenk , Tradition und N euerung in der
dzristlichen Kunst des enten Jahrtausends . Studien zur Geschichte des Weltgerichtsbildes
(Wiener byzantinistische Studien 3; Wien : Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften
[etc.], 1966), 35- 36. 18 Th e High Crosses of Ireland (as in note 1), 141- 42 (no. 174; head,
centre and arms), 297--<)8, figs 472-73 , 940.
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The Cross of Muiredach in Monasterboice (Co. Louth), the west face of the cross
head with the image of the Last Judgment.

2

is the last figure of a group of sixteen who occupy the right hand cross arm.
These figures are of course the damned being led to hell by a devil. Beneath
Christ's feet is a separate scene in which St Michael weighs a small figure
representing a soul in a balance. Under this balance a recumbent devil pulls at
the scale, while the archangel pushes a spear into his head. This view of the Last
Judgment is a masterly composition in which cross head form and imagery
blend perfectly. '9
On the high cross of Durrow we see a much less elaborate and detailed scene
than on the Cross of Muiredach (fig. 3). 20 Here the sculptor just contented

19 Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), 104- 07, pl. VII. 20 The High Crosses of Ireland (as in note 1),
79- 80 (no. 89; head, centre), figs 247-48, 939·
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3 The high cross at Durrow (Co. Offaly), detail of the east face of the cross head
showing the Second Coming of Christ.

himself with depicting Christ in his Osiris pose while being accompanied by
some musicians. This scene is best designated by the term 'Second Coming' .2 '
The third type of eschatological image on the high cross heads is the figure
of the 'cruciate eschatological Christ'. This is a more symbol-like or 'abbreviated'
rendition of the eschatological Christ figure, which is rather different from the
'Osiris' Christ figures on the high crosses. He stands upright, with outstretched
arms, in the pose of the Crucified. Yet, it is clear that Christ is not depicted as
being crucified, for the usual assistant figures are lacking, and sometimes it is
precisely the counter-image of this cruciate Christ figure that represents the
Crucifixion! This third image type makes more clear than any other how

21

Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), 84- 85, pl. IV.
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Crucifixion and eschatological theophany may to some extent graphically
intertwine. As was sometimes believed in the early Middle Ages, it is in this
cruciate pose that Christ will be seen by the damned when history comes to a
close. 22
There are at least thirteen high crosses on which this representation has been
carved. 2 3 We will take the South Cross in Graiguenamanagh for an example. 2 4
On its west face we have the Crucifixion, to judge from the faint depiction of
the assistant figures of Stephaton and Longinus (fig. 4). The east face displays
the cruciate eschatological Christ (fig. s). 2 5 It is not conceivable that we would
have here two different types of Crucifixion scenes, but the resemblance of
these carvings is of course deliberate: eschatological theophany and Crucifixion
are correlated, just like they are in the more explicitly antithetical pairings of
images on other high crosses. In this case, however, the rapport is also and more
strongly of a visual nature.
Now that we have seen how form and iconographic meaning may relate to
one another in the high cross as a sculptural monument, it is appropriate to
scrutinize another important element. The ring encircling the crossing of arms
and shaft of many Irish high crosses is a very distinct characteristic. Several
theories have in the past been brought forward to explain the symbolical or
functional reason for this feature.26 Naturally, it is very hard to pinpoint a
22 The Irish image type of the cruciate eschatological Christ has been defined and
substantiated in chapter VI 'The crucified and the eschatological Christ', in: Dia brdtha (as
in note 4), I29-39 · 23 See Tables 4- 6 in: Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), I82-83. 24 The High
Crosses o.fIreland (as in note I), 97 (no. I I7 ), figs 3 Is-I 6. 25 Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), I32, pis
XXII- XXIII. 26 The most important publications on this matter with references to other
literature on the subject are: Sean P. 6 Riordain, 'The Genesis of the Celtic Cross', Fi!ilscribhinn
Torna. Trachtaisi U:anta in on6ir don Ollamh Tadhg Ua Donnchadha, D. Litt., in am a dheichiu
bliana agus tri fichid, an ceathru hi de mhi Mhean Fh6mhair, I944 (ed. Seamus Pender)
(Corcaigh: Cl6 Ollscoile Choreal [Cork: Cork University Press], I947), Io8- 14, 5 pis (figs);
Helen M. Roe, 'The Irish High Cross. Morphology and Iconography', Journal o.f the Royal
Society o.fAntiquaries oflreland 95 (I965), 2I3- 26; Nancy Edwards, 'The Origins of the Freestanding Stone Cross in Ireland: Imitation or Innovation?' Bwletiny Bwrdd Gwybodau Celtaidd
I The Bulletin o.fthe Board o.fCeltic Studies 32 (1985), 393-4Io, 6 pis: 402- o6; Walter Horn,
'Appendix: On the Origin of the Celtic Cross. A New Interpretation', in: Walter Horn, Jenny
White Marshall, Grellan D. Rourke, The Forgotten Hermitage o.f Skellig Mic-hael (California
Studies in the History of Art. Discovery Series 2; Berkeley-Los Angeles-Oxford: University of
California Press, 1989), 88--g7; Martin Werner, 'On the Origin of the Form of the Irish High
Cross', Gesta 29 (1990), no. I, 98-IIo; Dorothy Kelly, 'The Heart of the Matter. Models for
Irish High Crosses', Journal o.fthe Royal Society ofAntiquaries of he/and I2I (I99I), ro5- 45:
128- 29, 141; The High Crosses o.fIreland (as in note I), vol. r: 349-51.
The Irish high crosses have more than once attracted the attention of anthroposophical
writers, for whom the form of the high cross head apparently is very appealing. They like to
connect it with the idea of the 'sun wheel'. The problem with anthroposophical
interpretation is that the last word is always with the founder of anthroposoph y, Rudolf
Steiner, and hardly ever truly historical data are given as evidence for findings. See: Bettina
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4 The South Cross, Graiguenamanagh (Co. Kilkenny), the Crucifixion on the west face.
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5 The South Cross, Graiguenamanagh (Co. Kilkenny), the east face with the cruciate
eschatological Christ.
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specific meaning for a form which is as ancient and common as the circle or
ring. However, since archetypical forms are often archetypical symbols, we need
not be surprised that in a society which is essentially Christian these forms have
been integrated within the Christian system of understanding formal designs.
In the case of the high cross head we are dealing with the combination of cross
and circle. 2 7 In early interpretations it was suggested that, symbolically, the ring
would have derived from Neolithic and Bronze Age solar (disc and cup-incircle) symbols,Z 8 or from the circle which surrounds the Chi-Rho monogram 2 9
or from the Greek cross-in-circle on slabs and pillars in early Christian art,3° or
that it was meant to represent a halo or glory around the cross and the Crucified
(and representing and symbolizing a Eucharistic wafer)Y The cross and ring
Brandt-Forster, Das irisrhe Hodzkreuz. Ursprung, Entwicklung, Gestalt (Stuttgart:
Urachhaus, I978), I 50-52. This is not to say that all conclusions drawn by anthroposophical
writers are nonsensical, but a sensible-looking conclusion like 'Entscheidend ist, daB in der
reinen Form des Hochkreuzes sich eine elementar-kosmisches und ein zuki.inftig spirituelles
Erlebnis des Christus in der Natur darstellt, wobei das Bild der Kreuzigung nur als eine
Durchgangsphase erscheint.' (Brandt-Forster, Das irische Hochkreuz, IS6) needs more
support than is provided in the book quoted- moreover, it needs to be modified . 27 In a
poem about Oengus rile De (r.8oo) it is said of Beechen Hermitage (Disert Bethech) that it
was 'a pious cloister behind a circle of crosses' (cathair credlach iar cuairt cross), but the
combined occurrence of circle and cross here obviously is descriptive or perhaps idiomatic
rather than symbolically significant. See: Whitley Stokes, Felire Oengusso dli Di. The
Martyrology ofOengus the Culdee. Critically Edited from Ten Manuscripts, with a Preface,
Translation, Notes, and Indices ([Dublin:] Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, I984 2 ),
xxiv. 28 Oskar Montelius, 'Das Sonnenrad und das christliche Kreuz', Mannus. Zeitschrift
fi.ir Vorgeschichte. Organ der Deutschen Gesellschaft fi.ir Vorgeschichte I (I909), 53-69,
I69-86, in which the wheel with four spokes is assigned a pivotal role in the genesis of the
Christian cross-inscribed circle; George Coffey, Guide to the Celtir Antiquities of the Christian
Period Preserved in the National Museum, Dublin (Dublin-London: Hodges, Figgis, & Co.Williams & Norgate, 1910 2 ), 85; Louis Gougaud, Christianity in Celtic Lands. A History of
the Churches of the Celts, Their Origin, Their Development, Influence, and Mutual
Relations (London: Sheed & Ward, I932), 347-48; 6 Riordain, 'The Genesis of the Celtic
Cross' (as in note 26), 109; Roe, 'The Irish High Cross. Morphology and Iconography' (as in
note 26), 2I3; Edwards, 'The Origins of the Free-standing Stone Cross in Ireland' (as in note
26), 402. 29]. Rom illy Allen, Early Christian Symbolism in Great Britain and Ireland Before
the Thirteenth Century (The Rhind Lectures in Archaeology for I88s; London: Whiting &
Co., I887), 92; Coffey, Guide to the Celtic Antiquities (as in note 28), 85; Gougaud, Christianity
in Celtic Lands (as in note 28), 347; Franc;oise Henry, La srulpture irlandaise pendant les douze
premiers siecles de /'ere thritienne, I Texte (Paris: Librairie Ernest Leroux, I933), I63; 6
Riordain, 'The Genesis of the Celtic Cross' (as in note 26), I09; Roe, 'The Irish High Cross.
Morphology and Iconography' (as in note 26), 213; Edwards, 'The Origins of the Freestanding Stone Cross in Ireland' (as in note 26), 402-03. 30 Henry, La sculpture irlandaise,
I (as in note 29), 163- 64; 6 Riordain, 'The Genesis of the Celtic Cross' (as in note 26), I IO.
31 R. A. S. Macalister, Muiredach, Abbot of Monasterboic·e 890-923 A.D. His Life and
Surroundings (The Margaret Stokes Lectures, 1913; Dublin: Hodges, Figgis & Co., I9I4), 67;
Gougaud, Christianity in Celtir Lands (as in note 28), 348; 6 Riordain, 'The Genesis of the
Celtic Cross' (as in note 26), I ro; Roe, 'The Irish High Cross. Morphology and Iconography'
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have also been taken to derive from early Christian triumphal devices which are
transformations of Roman imperial trophies. Helen Roe has adduced the symbolical motifs of the gloria crucis or scutum fidei, the trap (h )aeum crucis, the arbor
vitae, the crux gemmata, and, especially, the crux florida, which she thought may
have been the 'ultimate inspiration' for the decoration of high crosses and cross
slabs. The best iconographic parallel for the high cross form she found was on
some .of the sixth-century Palestinian oil flasks which are being kept in the abbey
church of St Columbanus in Bobbio, ltalyY Influence from Egyptian forms that
(as in note 26), 213-r4; Edwards, 'The Origins of the Free-standing Stone Cross in Ireland' (as
in note 26), 402- 03. The wafer interpretation is put forward in: R. A. S. Macalister, Guide to
Monasterboire (Dundalk: Dundalgan Press, r966), 7, where no relevant source or reference is
given. No doubt the author had an extremely interesting and by now well-known Irish liturgical
text in mind. The Stowe Missal (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, ms. D ii 3) contains on fol.
64v-66r an Old-Irish tract which explains the symbolism of the Mass. It contains an illuminative
description of the so-called cofi'attio of the host: '[ ... ] and that is the number of the particles that
is in the Host of Easter and Christmas and Whitsunday, for in Christ is all that comprised, and
in the form of a cross is all set on the paten, and the upper part is inclined on the left hand, as
was said: Inclinato capite tradidit spiritum.
The arrangement of the confraction at Easter and Christmas: thirteen particles in the
stem of the crosses, nine in its cross-piece, twenty particles in its circle-wheel, five particles
in each angle, sixteen both in the circle and in the body of the crosses, that is, four for every
part. The middle particle is that to which the masspriest goes i.e. the figure of the breast with
the secrets. What is from that upwards of the shaft to bishops: the cross-piece on the left
hand to priests: that on the rig·ht hand to all subgrades; that from the cross- piece down to
anchorites and penitents: that which is in the left upper angle to true young clerics: the right
upper to innocent children; the left lower to folk of repentance. The right lower to folk
lawfully married and to those that go not before to communion.' (7 isha: lin pars insin bis
inobli case 7 notlaic 7 cheinicigis arcmigaibther huile hi crist insin 7 ishitorrund cruisse
suidigthir huile forsinmeis 7 isforcl6en inpars ochtarach forlaim clii · ut dictum est inclinato
capite tradidit spiritum:Suidigoth combuig case 7 notlaic ·III- parsa deac in eo na eros · a ·UIIII· innatarsno XX·
pars innacuairt roth ·U· parsa: cache oxile a XUI- itir incuaird 7 chorp naCI·os .i. a ·1111·
cacharainne inpars medonach is hi diatet intii oifres .i. figor inbruinni cosnarunaib ambis hosen
suas dind eo · doepscopbaib · a tar · sno · forlaim eli dosacardaib · a ni · forlaim deis · dohuilib
fogradaib · ani ondtarsno sis doanchortib 7 aes na aithirge. Ani bis isindoxil ochtarthuaiscerdig
dofirmacclerchib indochtardescerdach domaccaib enngaib · anichtarthuaisardac-h doaes
aitherge · anichtm·desa1·dach do ais lanamnassa dligthig 7 doaes na tet dolaim riam.) See:
Whitley Stokes and John Strachan (eel.), Thesaurus Palaeohiberniws. A Collection of OldIrish Glosses, Scholia, Prose and Verse, 2 ([Dublin:J Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies,
1975r), 254-55. For a diagram of this arrangement of the particles of the host according to
the Stowe Missal tract, see: Peter O'Dwyer, Celi De. Spiritual Reform in Ireland 750- 900
(Dublin: Editions Tailliura, I98I 2 ), I 57·
Was the wfi'actio layout as described inspired by an already familiar cross form, or was it
a source for the hi gh cross form, or did host and high cross head evolve simultaneously?
Perhaps we will not find an answer to these questions, but it certainly cannot be ruled out that
mystical notions as expressed in the Stowe Missal tract became pertinent to the form of the
high cross head some time during the early Middle Ages. 32 Roe, ' The Irish High Cross.
Morphology and Iconography' (as in note 26). The three relevant Bobbio ampullae are
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would have been transmitted to the Insular world before the middle of the eighth
century has also been suggested by several authors.33 In all of these interpretations
there are plausible, or at least remarkable, elements or aspects.
The perception of the high cross as an essentially eschatological monument
opens up a new perspective for the interpretation of the high cross ring. The
two principle meanings of the Christian cross have been touched upon above,
so we may limit the discussion to the circle or ring and its concurrence with the
cross. When we realize that in the early Irish world-view the cosmos and all
matter were circular, the combination of the two basic geometrical forms in the
high cross head appears to become comprehensible.
The Irish apocryphon An Teanga Bithnua (The Evernew Tongue) expounds
'the manner of arrangements in the world' in a typical mystical way:
Though you do not see it, [ ... ] every element happens to be round, in
accordance with the shapes of the world. For the heavens were rounded, as
were the seven seas surrounding them, and thus also the earth was made.
And in circular motion the stars encircle the round wheel of the earth. It is
as circular shapes that souls appear after going forth from bodies. It is as a
circle that the circuit of majestic heaven is seen, and the circuit of sun and
moon is rounded. All of this is fitting, for the Lord is as a circle, without
beginning or end, he who always was, and always will be, he who created all
of this. That is the reason why the world was formed as a round shape.34
The Saltair na Rann (Psalter of the Staves)35 contains similar information:

discussed and reproduced in: Andre Grabar, Ampoules de Terre Sainte (Monza-Bobbio)
(Paris: Editions Klincksieck, 1958), 34-35, 5s-58, pis XXXVI-XXXVI. 33 See, in
particular: Horn, 'Appendix: On the Origin of the Celtic Cross' (as in note 26), 91--92, 95--97,
fig. 67; Werner, 'On the Origin of the Form of the Irish High Cross' (as in note 26), ror-o6,
figs 6, r r; see Dia Brdtha (as in note 4), 109. 34 'cenco accid-si, [ ... ]is i cruinne dorraladh
each duil cid iar ndelbuib domain. Ar is i torachta chruinne doralta na nime, 7 is i torachta
doronta na secht muire immacuairt, 7 is i torachta dor6nad in talam. Ocus i torachta cruinne
doimchellat na renda roth cruinn in domuin, 7 iss i cruinde dhelbha atchiter na hanmand iar
n-escumluth a corpaib. 7 iss i cruinde ate hither cuairt in richidh uasail, 7 iss i cruinne atcither
cuairt grene 7 esca. IS deithbeir uile sein, ar is toruchta cen tosach cen forcend in Coimde ro
bhithbhai 7 bhithbias 7 dorighne na huili sin. Is aire is i ndeilb chruind ro damnaiged in
doman.' This passage in the First Recension of An Teanga Bitlmua in the Book of Lismore
(Chatsworth, library of the Duke of Devonshire) is quoted from: Whitley Stokes, 'The
Evernew Tongue', Eriu 2 (1905), 96-r62: ro6. The translation is taken from: Irish Bibliwl
Apocrypha. Selected Texts in Translation (ed. Martin McNamara and Maire Herbert)
(Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1989), r r3; see also the translation in: John Carey, King of
Mysteries. Early Irish Religious Writings (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 1998), Sr. 35 The
Psalter of the Staves is made up of r62 poems, and dates to the early Middle Irish period. It
was edited by Whitley Stokes, from the only complete source: Oxford, Bodleian Library, ms.
Raw!. B. 502, fol. 19-40.
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The illustrious mighty King carved
from the noble first substance
the heavy fertile earth - the tale is certainestablished upon its foundation in length and breadth.
The King, unstinting in his designs, created
in the hollow of the firmament
the beautiful world, sure [abode] of a multitude,
like a fine round apple.3 6
So we learn that the view existed in Ireland that the universe, earth and all
matter are round. It has been stated that '[t]he classical notion that the earth is
a sphere had found its way to Ireland, but it is by no means obvious that it was
the accepted view, nor indeed that it was clearly understood. '37 No doubt it is
true that the Irish perception of the earth as spherical is not without problems
and ambiguities.3 8 We may wonder whether one of these is not just the
graphical perception of 'round', in which the difference between two-dimensional and three-dimensional can be ignored or obscured, as is often still the
case in colloquial language. This problem, however, is not of significance for our
concern here.
Because the cross is the pivotal Christian symbol, it is hardly speculative to
associate it with early views on the lay-out of the world which include the
notion of the cardinal points. We find this feature implicitly in the explanation
for the name of Adam which was current in early Irish learned circles. The four
letters of the first human's name come from the cardinal points, and for these
the Greek names for the four corners of the world were used: Anatole (East),
Dysis (West), Arctos (North), and Mesembria (South).39 Four cardinal points
in a world which is circular produce the graph of a cross-inscribed circle.
36 Saltair na Rann, lines 29-36: 'Ri rothepi, bladmar, brass, I asinchetadbar ad mas, I talam
tromm toracht, delm chert, I dian'fonn fothacht fotlethet. I I Ri rochruthaig, nicuac cinte, I
hicuairt nafirmiminte, I domun dclbda derbda druing, I mar ubull febda fircruind.' Irish text
from: Saltair na Ramz (ed . Whitley Stokes) (Anecdota Oxoniensia. Texts, Documents, and
Extracts Chiefly from Manuscripts in the Bodleian and Other Oxford Libraries. Mediaeval
and Modern Series vol. I part III; Oxford: Clarendon Press, r883), r; translation from: Carey,
King ofMysteries (as in note 34), 99, cf. 103, ro6. Cf. the translation in: The Poem-Book ofthe
Gael. Translations from Irish Gaelic Poetry into English Prose and Verse (ed. Eleanor Hull)
(London: Chatto & Wind us: I9T3), 4: 'King who hewed, gloriously, with energy, I out of the
very shapely primal stuff, I the heavy, round earth, I with foundations, ... length and
breadth. I I King who shaped within no narrow limits I in the circle of the firmament I the
globe fashioned I like a goodly apple, truly round'. 37 Marina Smyth, Understandiug the
Uuiverse in Seventh-Century Ireland (Studies in Celtic History XV; Woodbridge: Boydell
Press, r996), 272; see also: John Carey, 'Cosmology in Saltair 1ut Rann', Celtiw 17 (1985),
33-52: 36. 38 Marina Smyth, Understanding the Universe in Seventh-Century Ireland (as in
note 37), 27r-79. 39 See: Whitley Stokes (ed .), Saltair na Raun (as in note 36), r6, lines
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The figure of Adam is also connected with the cross, because in early
Christian tradition it was believed that Adam was buried in the place where the
Passion cross of Christ was later to be erected: Calvary or Golgotha. Christ's
death on the cross, moreover, marked the end of the era of Adam. It is, then,
not surprising that in Crucifixion iconography we may see the head, skull or
even the figure of Adam beneath the cross. Calvary or Golgotha, which means
'(the place of a) skull', making the inclusion of Adam's skull even more
appropriate, was seen as the centre of the world from an early time onward, and
the cross of Christ thus stood in this very centre.4° Apart from the theological
sense of this configuration of Christ's cross and Adam's skull- the sin of the
first human made the redemption of mankind by Christ's Crucifixion necessary
-it is not hazardous to suppose that the idea of the cardinal points as hidden in
the personal name of Adam is connoted in this particular sceneY
We may adduce two instances from early medieval art which are very much
relevant in this regard. One of the panels of the wooden doors of the Santa
Sabina church in Rome, dating to c-430, has a peculiar rendering of the Second
Coming (fig. 6). It depicts in its lower register the sign of the Son of Man
coming down from heaven: a Latin cross enclosed, except for the stem, by a
circle, perhaps meant to indicate glory. Here the cross has a clear eschatological
meaningY The inclusion of the high cross forms in a Second Coming
miniature in the eighth- or ninth-century Irish gospel-book in Turin is
apparently due to cosmological notions (fig. 7).43 They are distributed crosswise
at the frame of the miniature, which in the centre has the figure of Christ, who
is surrounded by ninety-six smaller figures. Here, within an eschatological
context, the crosses are associated with the cardinal points of the universe.44
IOS3-s6: 'Coroainmniged iarsain I onacethri retglannaib, I Archon, Dissis, rotdelb Dia, I
Anatole, Missi[ mb ]ria.'
The explanation of how Adam's name was derived is no Irish invention, but apparently
it is very old and occurs frequently in Irish exegesis. See: Martin McNamara, The Apocrypha
in the Irish Chunh ([Dublin:] Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 19842 ), 21-23 (no. 4).
40 Although this feature is more frequently encountered in Byzantine art than in Western
iconography, it certainly is not unknown in the West. See: Alfred A. Schmid, 'Zum Torso
eines Kruzifixes im Museum von Freiburg i[m] U[chtland]', Der MensC"h und die Kiinste.
Festschrift Heinrich Liitzeler zum 6o. Geburtstage (Dusseldorf: Verlag L. Schwann, 1962),
377- 93, Abbn 29a- 34: 38o- 82; Gertrud Schiller, Ikonographie der christlichen Kunst, 2 Die
Passion Jesu Christi (Giitersloh: Giitersloher Verlagshaus Gerd Mohn, 1968), 142- 45; G.
Ristow and G. Jaszai, 'Golgotha', Lexikon der l"hristlichen Ikonographie, 2 (eel. Engelbert
Kirschbaum eta!.) (Rom etc.: Herder, 1970), 163- 65, with further references. 41 See:
Schiller, Ikonographie der christlid1en Kunst, 2 (as in note 40), 144. 42 See: Ernst H.
Kantorowicz, 'The 'King's Advent' and the Enigmatic Panels in the Doors of Santa Sabina',
Selected Studies (Locust Valley [NY]:].]. Augustin, 1965), 37-75: 62-71, pl. 19 fig·. 41.
43 Turin, Biblioteca N azionalc, ms. 0. IV. 20, fol. 2r. 44 Otto-Karl Werckmeister, Irischnorthumbrische Buchmalerei des 8. Jahrhunderts und monastische Spiritualitdt (Berlin: Walter de
Gruyter & Co., 1967), IIS- 19; Dia Brcitha (as in note 4), Sr-82, pl. X (on p. 81 a double
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6 Panel on a door of the church of Santa Sabina, Rome, with the sign of the Son of Man
coming down from heaven.
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It must be clear that all these instances of cross-inscribed circles are in some
way pertinent to the form of the Irish high cross head . Cross and circle may
symbolize or refer to world design, beginning and structure, and to world end,
the completion of Existence. The notions of Passion cross and sign of the Son
of Man as instrumental and symbolic attributes in central events in Christian
belief blend seamlessly with these meanings. Therefore, we may safely conclude
that the ring of the Irish high cross is considerably charged with cosmoeschatological concepts. At the same time, it is a matter of course that other
connotations just add to the core meaning of the combined cross and circle.45
If we accept that the ideas touched upon briefly above have determined, or
at least play an important part in, the symbolism of the morphology of the high
cross head, then it is not unreasonable that we should make an attemp to expand
these findings. It is perhaps not surprising that the circularity of the material
world is analogously continued, as it were, in the revolving movement of the
disc or wheel form as it is found in descriptions of phenomena with a strong
eschatological aspect. We encounter the wheel for instance in the 'Hiberno'Latin version of (The Apocalypse of) the Seven Heavens,4 6 where the sinner's
soul on the way to his judgment in the seventh heaven passes through the sixth
heaven called Seloth:

In the midst of it [there is] a wheel, and an angel of Tartarus striking the
wheel with iron rods. By this means (?) he turns it around, and three
rivers (?). The person who is a sinner is put on the wheel and is tormented
for twelve years. A hundred sparks come from the wheel, and a hundred
pounds in each splinter, and a hundred souls are burnt up.47
There are four texts in vernacular Irish containing information on the seven
heavens and these are related in different ways to this Latin apocalypse.4 8

typesetting error corrupts the text: 'This bordered image is surrounded by ninety-six smaller
figures, of which eighty-eight are three-quarter length, while six lread: four] above the middle
frame as well as six [read: four] others below are full-length.') . 45 See also: Roe, 'The Irish
High Cross. Morphology and Iconography' (as in note 26), 2IT 'Following St. Paul, the main
th eme of the Early Fathers was the victory of Christ in which death is swallowed up and
through which all are made alive; the Cross itself, its four members equated with the four
axes of the Cosmos, was held to bear witness to the universality of the redemption; the sign
of the cross (signaw/um) to fortify and protect the believer in all eventualities of human life.'
46 Karlsruhe, Badische Landesbibliothek, ms. Augiensis CCLIV, fol. r s6r- v. 47 'In media
eius rotam et angelo tartarucho cum uirgis fen·eis percutientis rotam et inde uoluitur in gyru
et flumine tres; ponitur homo peccatur super rotam, XII annis tormentatur. Centum scintillc
procedit de rotam & centum pond us in uno scindule & centum anime percremant.' Text
(edited by L. D e Bruyne) and English translation from: Richard Bauckham, 'The A pocaly pse
o.fthe S even H eavens . The Latin Version' , A pocrypha 4 (1993), 141- 75: r 53- 54. 48 See for
a discussion of the Irish versions of th e S even H eavens Apocalypse and their relationships
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7 The Second Coming of Christ, miniature (fol. za) in an Irish gospels fragment, ms. 0.
IV. zo, Turin, Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria.
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However, in the Irish Na Seacht Neamha the wheel is replaced by another
device and located in the fifth heaven. In Fis Adamnain (The Vision of
Adammin) we read that sinners have to wait for sixteen years in a whirlpool of
fire, where they move round and round, after which they are uplifted by an
angel with a rod.49 Another version mentions the whirlpool and elaborates on
the rod, which now is spiky and has a hundred points with which the sinners are
being wounded. 5°
Except for a wheel or a fiery whirlpool, we also find a rotating 'solar mass'
associated with eschatological or rather apocalyptic upheaval. Thus, for instance,
in An Teanga Bithnua (The Evernew Tongue):
with the Latin version: Bauckham, 'The Apowlypse of the Seven Heavens' (as in note 47),
145-47, 148, lSD-52.
The seven heavens were perceived as being concentric. For discussions of the Irish seven
heavens tradition, see: St. John D. Seymour, 'The Seven Heavens in Irish Literature',
Zeitschrift fiir u!tische Philologie 14 ( 1923), I 8- 30; McNamara, The Apocrypha in the Irish
Church (as in note 39), 141-42 (no. ro8); Jane Stevenson, 'Ascent through the Heavens, from
Egypt to Ireland', Cambridge Medieval Celtic Studies 5 (Summer 1983), 21-35 . 49 'there is
a distinctive whirlpool in the middle of this one[= the fifth heaven]. This swirls around the
souls of sinners, and holds them fast for sixteen years. [ ... ]When it is time to release the
sinners, the angel strikes the stream with a rod which is hard like a stone, and lifts up the
souls with the end of the rod' (ita s6ebchore sainraedach i mmedon in tsrotha sin. 7 impaid
imma cuaird anmand inna pecthach 7 nos fastand co cend se mbliadna dec. [ ... ] In tan iarom
as mithig tuaslucud inna pecthach ass benaid in t-aingel in sruth co fleisc duir co n-aicniud
lecdu co t6cband inna anmand suas do chind na flesci). Irish text from: Lebar na Huidre I
Book of the Dun Cow (ed. R.I. Best and Osborn Bergin) (Dublin: Royal Irish Academy, 1929,
71 - 72 (lines 2113-18); English translation from: McNamara and Herbert (eds.), Irish Bib!iwl
Apocrypha (as in note 34), 142. 50 See, for the variants: Bauckham, 'The Apocalypse of the
Seven Hea vens' (as in note 47), 148, and rso: 'The wheel has been replaced by a whirlpool,
presumably through some misunderstanding of rota. The thorns or spikes[ ... ] may result
from reading mntille (sparks) as spinu!e (thorns) or spicula (spikes).'
Wheels of torture within an eschatological setting are also found in other Christian texts,
for instance in the Apocalypse ofPeter, the Visio Sancti Pauli, the Sibylline Oracles, the Coptic
Apocalypse ofJohn, and the Vision of Gunthe!m . See the discussion in: Bauckham, 'The
Aporalypse of the Seven Heavens', and: Howard Rollin Patch, The Other World Aaording to
Descriptions in Medieval Literature (Smith College Studies in Modern Languages. New Series
I; Cambridge [Mass.]: Harvard University Press, 1950), 88, 92, 93, r 17, 127; cf. 297, 324.
In Pais Georgi (The Passion of StGeorge) in the Leabhar Breac (Dublin, Royal Irish
Academy, ms. 23 P r6) the 'first death' of this saint is also caused by a torture wheel. It is
almost naturally associated with the death of Christ on the cross: 'On the next day the king
had prepared a great wheel with sharp spikes and two-edged swords in its midst, on which
he ordered George to be flung. At the sight of this, the martyr at first began to reflect how he
might be delivered from this wheel, but then shaking his head in repentance at that thought,
'Fie on thee, George!' said he; 'remember the time when Christ was crucified between the
two thieves. Hear me now, 0 God![ . . .]' (Is-in 16 iar n-a barach, forcongair in rig roth mor do
thabairt chuca, 7 bera aithe 7 cl6idbe de-fhoebracha do thabairt i n-a medon, 7 Georgi do chur
ind. 0 thanic tra Georgi, 7 o 'tconnairc in roth, is ed ro-s-imraid oice, indus no-m-saerfaither
o'n roth-sa, 7 is ed atbert, Ia cumscugud a chind co n-aithrige de-sin: - 'Mairg det-siu, a
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Thereafter, suddenly, at the end of the eve of Easter, there was heard in
the clouds a noise like thunder, or like the crackle of fire. There was a
thunderous blast meanwhile, whereby suddenly a solar mass, like a bright
sun, was seen in the midst of the tumult. That radiant solar mass revolved
around in such a way that eyes could not look on it, for it was seven times
brighter than the sun.
Immediately afterwards, as the eyes of the host awaited the crash, for
they thought that it was a sign of Doomsday, there was heard .. .5'
Tumult, loud noise, revolving movement, thunder and lightning: these were
certainly phenomena which were believed to appear before Doomsday, and the
early medieval Irish had a specific reason to fear tumultuous and whirling
progressions. As is attested in a corpus of texts, a belief regarding these existed
in early Ireland, a belief which had a strong apocalyptic flavour. Whereas the
high cross form discussed above is in its essence eschatological, the Irish
expectancy of an imminent End was apocalyptic. A text called Adamncin 's
Second Vision describes this apocalyptic prophecy most conciselyY
Woe to the harlots and sinners who will be burnt like hay and stubble, by
a fire kindled in a bisextile leap year, and at the end of a cycle, and on the
feast of the Decollation of John the Baptist.
Now in that year a pestilence will come on a Friday, unless the folk stay
it by devout penance, even as did the Ninevites.53
This particular prophecy caused a panic in the year 1096, which has its fullest
documentation in the seventeenth-century compilation of the Annals ofthe Four
Masters:
Georgi, bat cuimnech ina hamsire-si, in ro-crochad Crist eter na da latrand; no-m-cluin-se
anosa, a De[ ... ]). See: The Passions and the Homilies from Leabhar Brea.-. Text, Translation,
and Glossary (ed. Robert Atkinson) (Todd Lecture Series II; Dublin: Royal Irish Academy
etc., r887), 74- 75 (Irish text); 317 (English translation). 51 'Talmaidiu iarscin, intan ba
dcadh n-aidche inna case, co clos ni, a ndeilm isnaib neluib ama/ fhogur torainn, no ba
cosmail re cichnaig thened dara. Ba tinfisiu thorni colleic, conacces in talmaidiu in grianbruth
amal grein n-etraicht i medon in delma. Immesoid (?) macuairt in grianbruth ctracht sin, co
nach tairthed rose sula, ar ba etrachtu fo shecht innas in grian.
Talmaidiu iarsein co clos ni, ar ro bhatar sella in tsloigh oc fresce in delma, ar dorumenatar
ba hairdhe bratha, co clos ni ... ' Irish text from: Stokes, 'The Everncw Tongue' (as in
note 34), roo; translation from: McNamara and Herbert (eds.), Irish Biblical AponJ!pha (as
in note 34), r ro. 52 The text beginning in Latin with 'Visio quam uidit Adamnanus' is
found in the Leabhar Breac (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, ms. 23 P r6), 258-59· 53 'Vae
meritricibus et peccatoribus qui sicut foenum et stipula concremabuntur a bura ignita in anno
bisextili et embolesmi et in fine cycli et in Decollatione Iohannis Bautistac! I IN sexta feria
autem plaga conveni[e]t in illo anno, nisi [populus] deuota poenitentia prohibuerit, ut
Niniuctae fecerunt. ', see: Whitley Stokes, 'Adamnan's Second Vision', R evue Celtique 12
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[rog6] The festival of John fell on Friday this year; the men of Ireland
were seized with great fear in consequence, and the resolution adopted by
the clergy of Ireland, with the successor of Patrick [at their head], to protect
them against the pestilence which had been predicted to them at a remote
period, was, to command all in general to observe abstinence, from
Wednesday till Sunday, every month, and to fast [on one meal] every day till
the end of a year, except on Sundays, solemnities, and great festivals; and
they also made alms and many offerings to God; and many lands were
granted to churches and clergymen by kings and chieftains; and the men of
Ireland were saved for that time from the fire of vengeance54
There are several inconsistencies in this tradition. Firstly, not all conditions
appear to have been fulfilled in the year rog6. Nevertheless, the fact that a great
mortality already raged in Ireland from August 1095 to May rog6 may have
played a part, arousing further fearful expectations. 55 Moreover, it is very likely
(1891), 420-43:422-23. 54 'Feil E6in for Aoine isin mbliadhainsi. Ro ghabh imcagla mlz6r
fiora Ereann reimpi, conadh i comhairle arriacht Ia cleirchibh Ereann im comarba Pharraicc
dia nimdhidean ar an teadhmaim ro tircanadh d6ibh 6 chein a forchongra for chach a
ccoitchinnc t redheanos 6 Cheadaoin go Domhnach do denamh gacha mis, 7 trosccadh gach
laoi go ceann mbliadhna, cen mo tat Domhnaighe, 7 sollamna, 7 airdfheile, 7 dan do ratsat
almsana, 7 edbarta iomdha do dhia. Tuccadh dan fearanna iomdha do eccailsibh, 7 chlcirscibh, 6
rioghaibh, 7 taoisechaibh, 7 ro sa01·tha fir Ereann an tucht sin ar tcine na dioghla', see: John
O'Donovan (eel.), Anna/a Rioglwdzta Eireann. Annals of the Kingdom of Ireland, by the Four
Masters, fi'om the Earliest Period to the Year 1616. Edited from Mss. in the Library of the
Royal Irish Academy and of Trinity College, Dublin, with a Translation, and Copious Notes,
2 (Dublin: Hodges, Smith, and Co., r856 2 ), 952- 53.
See also the entries in three other, earlier annals: '[ 1096] 3· Great fear seized the men of
Ireland before the feast of John in this year, and God protected them through the fasts of the
successor of Patrick and the other clerics of Ireland' (3. Uamon m6r for fcraibh Ewm ria feil
Eoin na bliadna-sa co ro thesairc Dia tria troisctibh comarba Patraic 7 cleirech nErenn
archena), see: Sean Mac Airt and Gear6id Mac Niocaill (cds.), The Annals of Ulster (to A .D.
1131), 1 Text and Translation (LDublin:] Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1983),
530-3r; 'L1o96J Great terror over the men of all Erinn before the festival of John of this year;
but God and Patrick saved them through the fastings of the comarb of Patrick and the clerics
of Erinn besides' (Uaman m6r for feruibh Erenn uile ria bhfeil Eoin na bliadna sin, gurro
thesairc Dia ocus Patraic tre troiscthibh chomarba Patraic ocus chleircch nErenn airchena),
sec: William M. Hennessy (ed.), The Annals of Loch Ce. A Chronicle of Irish Affairs from
A.D. IOI4 to A.D. I590. Edited, with a Translation, I (Rerum Britannicarum Medii Aevi
Scriptores. Rolls Series 54; London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, r87I [reprint without
mention of place of publication I965], 82-83; 'Exit malus annus et ueniat bonus annus .i.
bliadan na fcli Eoin [«i.e. the year of the festival of S. John»]', see: Whitley Stokes, 'The
Annals of Tigernach. The Continuation, A.D. 1088-A.D. r 178', Revue Celtique r8 (I897),
9- 59, I 50---97, 267-303: r8. 55 James F. Kenney, The Soun·es for the Early HistOIJ! ofIreland:
Ecclesiastiml. An Introduction and Guide (Records of Civilization. Sources and Studies, I r;
Dublin: Padraic 6 TaiJli(tir, I979; Lreprint of the second edition, New York 1966, with
Preface, corrections, and additions by L udwig Bieler], 750; McNamara, The ApotTypha in the
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that the Irish expectations in 1096 were connected with beliefs which were
topical on the European Continent. From there we have records which describe
expectations that have a comparable apocalyptic hue. In a chronicle written by
abbot Ekkehard of Aura it is recorded that in the summer of rog6 a rumour
circulated stating that emperor Charlemagne had risen from the grave to lead
the crusaders of the First Crusade to Jerusalem. Another Continental author,
Guibert of Nogent, suggested that the liberation of the same Holy City would
usher in the coming of Antichrist. We cannot conclude that these expectations
were general in Western Europe, but neither should we assume that we have
here another 'historiographers' myth' like that of the Year 1000. What this
evidence suggests is that in 1096 some expectations were simultaneously current
in Europe which certainly were not devoid of apocalyptic aspects. 56
As a date rog6 is quite late in connection with early medieval apocalyptic
beliefs, but it has not yet been mentioned that the events of this year constitute
the culminating point of a tradition which must have been accumulating in
Ireland for several centuries.57 A central figure in this tradition is Mog Ruith,
an Irish druid, who had become notorious as a pupil of the magician Simon
Magus, and as the man who had beheaded StJohn the Baptist at the court of
king Herod.5 8 Because of his involvement in this crime the Irish people had
become guilt-ridden, which led to the belief that Ireland would suffer a special
apocalyptic treatment. There are some differences in the tradition as it has been
preserved in the textual sources of the Mog Ruith cycle. For instance, it is not
wholly clear whether the apocalyptic disaster would occur in the final stage of
Irish Churrh (as in note 39), 66-67 (no. 57).

56 Ekkehard de Aura, 'Hierosolymita, de
oppressione, liberatione ac restauratione Jerosolymitanae ecclesiae', Retueil des hist01·iens des
croisades publie par /es soins de l'Acadbnie des In.w·iptions et Belles-Lettres: historiens occidentaux,

5 (Paris: Imprimerie Nationale, I895), I- 40: I9; Guibert de Nogent-sous-Coucy, 'Historia
quae dicitur Gesta Dei per Francos', Retueil des hist01·iens des croisades pub/ie par les so ins de
I'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lei/res: hist01·iens oaidentaux, 4 (Paris: Imprimerie
Nationale, I879), I I3-263: 138-39, cf. 239; Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium .
Revolutionary Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages (Paladin Book;
London etc.: Granada Publishing, I97oJ), 71- 73, cf. I I3. 57 Kenney, The Sourt·esfor the
Early History oj1reland: Ecdesiastica/ (as in note 55), 752; McNamara, The Aponypha in the
Irish Chzmh (as in note 39), 66 (no. 57). 58 For the lore and texts on Mog Ruith, see:
Eugene O'Curry, Latures on the Manuscript Materials()( Ancient Irish History. Delivered at
the Catholic University of Ireland, During the Sessions of I855 and 1856 (Dublin: William
A. Hinch and Patrick Traynor, I878), 200, 272, 385, 40I-o4, 421, 423-30, 629, 632-34; R. A.
S. Macalister, 'Temair Breg. A Study of the Remains and Traditions of Tara', Proceedings of
the Royal Irish Awdemy 34 C (I9I9), 23I-399, pis VII-X: 344-56; Annie M. Scarre, 'The
Beheading of John the Baptist by Mog Ruith', Eriu4 (I9Io), I73-8I; Kate Mi.iller-Lisowski,
'Texte zur Mog Ruith Sage', Zeitschrififiir celtische Philologie I4 (I923), 145- 63; Kate Mi.illerLisowski, 'La legende de StJean dans Ia tradition irlandaise et le druide Mog Ruith', Etudes
Celtiques 3 (I938), 46--7o; Brian 6 Cuiv, 'Two Items from Irish Apocryphal Tradition', Celtica
IO (I973), 87- I 13: I02-I3; Thomas F O'Rahilly, Early Irish History and Mythology (Dublin:
Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies, 1984 reprint), 5I9-22; McNamara, The Apoaypha in
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the world's time or earlier. The name Mog Ruith is to be translated as 'Slave of
the Wheel', and as such it is very significant. 59 The druid's wheel has been
named 'an engine of destruction', but in the texts this instrumental device is
sometimes described as 'the rolling wheel', sometimes as 'the dragon', and these
are but two variants. 60 In some sources the prophecy refers to Europe, in others
to Ireland. 6 ' The conflated nature of this lore makes it impossible at this stage
to draw up an historically faithful picture of the Irish expectations of the
dreadful events. 62
Although much more analysis of the sources is necessary, it appears that
wheel form, whirlwind, and revolving movement are conspicuous in these
particular apocalyptic notions or beliefs of the early Irish.
As we have seen, we may regard the Irish high cross as an eschatological
monument. Does it evince any apocalyptic notions, like those associated with
Mog Ruith and the beheading and festival of StJohn the Baptist? There seems
to be hardly anything in the iconography of the high crosses that can be called
apocalyptic in a sense which relates to the Apocalypse of StJohn. 63 Neither are
there motifs or subjects in the figural imagery that have been identified as
relating to historical apocalyptic beliefs. The figure of Antichrist, for instance,
the Irish Churd1 (as in note 39), 64- 67 (nos. 55-57). 59 Mug, mog means 'male slave or
servant', see: (Contributions to a) Dictionary of the Irish Language. Based Mainly on Old and
Middle Irish Materials ([Dublin:] Royal Irish Academy, 1913-I976), s.v. mug· (mog) II.
6o See: Kenney, The Sources for the Early Histo1:Jt of Ireland: Ecclesiastical (as in note 55),
749-53, where the relevant sources are discussed under the heading 'The "Broom out of
Fanad"'. 6r For the tradition which places the ravages at the end of time I here give two
variants: 'the rolling wheel that will come over Europe before Judgment' (in roth ramach tic
tar Eoraip ria mbr:ith), from Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Laud 6ro, 109, see: Kuno Meyer,
'The Laud Genealogies and Tribal Histories', Zeitschrifi fiir celtische Philologie 8 (1912),
291-338: 332; 'the rolling wheel that will come over Europe before Judgment' (in roth
ramach tic dar Eoraip riambrath), from Oxford, Bodleian Library, Ms. Rawlinson B 502, 157,
see: Kate Mi.iller-Lisowski, 'Texte zur Mog Ruith Sage', (as in note 58) 162; 'and this is the
dragon prophesied to arise on S. John's eve and to afflict Ireland in the world's latter time'
(ocus is e sin in draig tairngiter im feil Eoin do thurgbail for Eirinn fri deired domain), from
the Book of Ballymote (Dublin, Royal Irish Academy, ms. 23 P r2), 107, see: Silva Gade/ica
(I .-XXXI) A Collection of Tales in Irish with Extracts Illustrating Persons and Places.
Edited from Mss. and Translated, 2 Translation and Notes (ed. Standish H. O'Grady)
(London-Edinburgh: Williams and Norgate, 1892), 477, 523; 'And that is the dragon which
is prophesied to arise on StJohn's day at the end of the world and afflict Ireland in vengeance
for John the Baptist' ( isse sin in draig tairnigerthar im feil E6in do turgabail for Erinn fri
7
deredh domhain [i ndigail Eoin Baiste]), see: Whitley Stokes, 'The Prose Tales in the Rennes
Dindsenchas L33 · R6iriu-8o. Loch nErne]', Revue Celtique rs (1894), 418-84: 441. 62 This
is only one aspect of the Mog Ruith lore which needs much more study. See: Kees
Veelenturf, 'Apocalyptic Elements in Irish High Cross Iconography?', Pattern aud Purpose in
Insular Art. Proceedings of the Fourth International Conference on Insular Art held at the
National Museum & Gallery, Cardiff, 3-6 September 1998 (ed. M. Redknap et al.) (Oxford:
Oxbow Books, 2oor) 209-19, colour pis XX-XXI: 212-13. 63 See: Veelenturf, 'Apocalyptic
Elements in Irish High Cross Iconography?' (as in note 62), 209-ro.
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8 The north face of the high cross from Kinnitty at Castlebernard (Co. Offaly), with the
spiral whorl on the cross head.
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which is a well-known protag·onist in early texts from Ireland, is apparently
never seen in the iconography of the high crosses. It appears, however, that
apocalyptic imagery is indeed present in the high cross iconography, but in
quite a sophisticated, or perhaps better, veiled guise.
On six high crosses we see a whorl of spiralled bosses on the east face of the
cross head. 64 In alphabetical order of location, these are the Kinnitty Cross at
Castlebernard (fig. 8), 65 the North Cross in Duleek (fig. 9), 66 the East Cross of
Eglish, 67 the Cross of Patrick and Columba in Kells (fig. 10), 68 the high cross of
Tihilly, 69 and the Island Cross in Tynan.7° The device consists of six interconnected spiral bosses positioned around a central boss.?' Similar configurations
also appear elsewhere in Irish sculpture.
On three crosses this device makes up the counter-image of the Crucifixion
on the west face, viz. the Castlebernard high cross, the North Cross at Duleek,
and the Tihilly Cross. On the Cross of Patrick and Columba in Kells the whorl
is matched by an image of Christ at his Second Coming which is right above a
carving of the Crucifixion. In three instances the device therefore takes the
place of a figural scene which is usually of an eschatological nature, while in
Kells the association is somewhat more complex. The important position in the
cross head's centre as well as the pairing with the Crucifixion creates an analogy
with the three eschatological types in high cross iconography discussed above.
The spiral whorl makes an impression of revolving movement, and resembles
some sort of turning wheel or propeller. It is difficult to avoid the impression that
in the eschatological context of the high crosses this whorl belongs to the complex
of attributes and phenomena in early Irish apocalyptic beliefs.
We must pass over a basic discussion of the interpretation of so-called
decorative or non-representational motifs in early medieval art, which of course
has its problems. We feel justified in doing so, since in Ireland the spiral whorl
configuration occurs only within the eschatological context of the high cross
heads. Moreover, as Hilary Richardson has observed: 'The careful arrangement
of raised bosses in high relief of some of the crosses is likely to be based on [ ... ]
language of numbers' J2 The whorl displays six plus one bosses, making the
numbers six and seven conspicuous, as I have remarked elsewhere:

64 The following is based on: Veelenturf, 'Apocalyptic Elements in Irish High Cross
Iconography?' (as in note 62), 213- 16. 65 The H igh Crosses of Ireland (as in note r), 36 (no.
35; head), fig. 99· 66 Ibid., 76- 77 (no. 87; head, centre), fig. 239. 67 Ibid., 86 (no. 92), fig.
266. 68 Ibid., 109 (no. 127; head, centre), fig. 346. 69 Ibid., 172 (no. 2ro; head), fig. 589.
70 Ibid., r8o (no. 225), fig. 629. 71 The East Cross of Eglish has eight plus one bosses.
72 Hilary Richardson, 'Number and Symbol in Early Christian Irish Art', .Journal of the
Royal Society ofAntiquaries of Ireland II4 (1984), 28- 4T 31.
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9 The spiral whorl on the east face of the North Cross in Duleek (Co. Louth).
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10 The Cross of Patrick and Columba in Kells (Co. Meath) showing the spiral whorl on
the east face in the centre of the cross head.
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II

The east face of the high cross at Dm-row (Co. Offaly).
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In Christian number symbolism six is a perfect number connected with
the days of the Creation and also with salvation's history, from the
creation of Adam to the Last Judgment: it is a number of completion.
Seven is no less a perfect and holy number, especially in Scripture, and is
of course often related to the seventh day. On account of the week cycle
of six days plus one, God's rest day after the six days of Creation, and sex
aerates mundi followed by the rest period of eternity, seven is particularly
the sign of earthly circular time. In this respect seven also has significance
because of its position after the number six. Perfect numbers that relate
to the completion of time are, of course, especially suited to figure in an
eschatological context. 73
There are more non-figural motifs on the Irish high crosses which suggest
whirling or revolving movement, but these designs are not juxtaposed with the
Crucifixion, or their position apparently is not subject to a rule or a system as in
the case of the spiral whorl discussed here. Perhaps this whorl is not the only
one with an apocalyptic association. On some scripture crosses, like those of
Durrow and Clonmacnoise, we see similar carvings. Above the eschatological
Judge on the high cross of Durrow there are four bosses with animals emerging
from them (fig. I I), 74 and we meet cognate decorations above the Crucifixion on
the Cross of the Scriptures in Clonmacnoise75 and above and below the crucified
Christ on Muiredach's Cross, Monasterboice.7 6 It would be going too far to
surmise that we have here a reminiscence of the dragon which sometimes takes the
place of the wheel in Irish apocalyptic,77 but a more specific iconographic meaning
for combinations of bosses, whorl and animals cannot be ruled out altogether.
The seven spiral devices make up a distinctive group. It is, however, not
improbable that the sculptors of the high crosses have used a much more
extensive repertoire of 'non-representational' motifs to express iconographic
meaning of an eschatological or an apocalyptic nature. The same motifs may
have varying symbolic content, which is dependent on, and articulated by, their
context. This would make a close parallel to figural iconography, in which
different subjects can represent or allude to one theological truth or concept, or
where one subject can simultaneously imply several of such ideas. It is clear that
non-figural devices can never be merely illustrations representing events or
objects, but that does not at all preclude that they may be imbued with an
iconographic meaning.
The developed high cross which is a product of early beliefs in Ireland is in
my view essentially an eschatological monument. The way of rendering and of
positioning the Crucifixion and the eschatological image of Second Coming or
73 Veelenturf, 'Apocalyptic Elements in Irish High Cross Iconography?' (as in note 62), 216.
74 The High C1'osses of he/and (as in note r), figs 247-48. 75 Ibid., fig. 132, 134. 76 Ibid.,
figs 48o--8r. 77 See above and n. 6r.
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Last Judgment, as well as the morphology of the monuments themselves, are
clear indicators for this. It seems that apocalyptic elements have also found a
place within the iconography of the crosses, but in a more veiled and subtle
manner. The study of these motifs, however, requires a methodology of its own
with an adequate verifiable foundation. Such a methodology, however, has as yet
not been fully developed. Should we be able to expand and further substantiate
findings like those concerning the spiral whorl presented above in the body of
this essay, we would have further evidence still in favour of the sophistication of
the monuments.
Iconographically speaking, the high cross expresses hope for Redemption
after death and at the end of time. It is a sculpture of hope for the future . For
the archaeologists and art historians who study these monuments with their
intricate decoration and difficult imagery there should also be hope for progress
in our understanding of these sculptures which adorn the Irish countryside in
such a graceful and also intellectually challenging fashion.7 8

78 I am very grateful to the editor of this book for his patience and for his correction of my
English.

